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Abstract— We present a technique for generating instruction
sequences to test a processor functionally. We target delay defects
with this technique using an ATPG engine to generate delay
tests locally, a verification engine to map the tests globally, and
a feedback mechanism that makes the entire procedure faster.
We demonstrate nearly 96% coverage of delay faults with the
instruction sequences generated. These instruction sequences can
be loaded into the cache to test the processor functionally.

I. INTRODUCTION

New kinds of defects are becoming more common with
the emerging manufacturing methodologies [1]. Some of these
defects are resistive, i.e., the nodes that have these defects are
neither open nor short but have a change in their resistance.
Other defects are due to changes in the performance caused
by the variations in the process technology. The common factor
with both these kinds of defects is that they manifest themselves
as changes in the delay of the circuit under test. Therefore,
they are called delay defects. Many of these defects may affect
only the longer paths in the circuit because the change in delay
may be small. Therefore, they might escape detection from
traditional testing techniques.

Traditional scan based techniques have been used with good
success in testing for non-delay defects using the stuck-at fault
model. As the stuck-at fault model is not sufficient for delay
defects, many delay fault models ([2], [3], [4]) have been
proposed. The common aspect in all these models is that they
test for a transition through a path (from flop-to-flop) rather
than a single value at a node. Therefore, tests for these fault
models contain at least two vectors, necessitating a change in
the scan technique. This led to broadside testing [5], where
ATPG spreads to two cycles of logic, and the path under test is
in the second cycle of logic. Nodes in the first cycle of logic are
used to produce the second vector needed to test the path. The
need for such constraints was overcome using enhanced scan
[6]. Each enhanced scan element contains two flops. However,
research [7] shows that a large portion of structurally testable
delay faults (i.e., faults that are testable in presence of scan) are
actually functionally unsensitizable. Hence, using scan for delay
testing can lead to considerable yield loss due to overtesting.
Moreover, industrial results [1] show that at-speed functional
tests are far more effective in catching chips with delay defects.
Therefore, there is a need to functionally test chips for delay
defects and complement the coverage of scan tests.

One of the main obstacles in the functional testing of chips
is the cost of the ATEs that can handle functional tests due
to the speed and memory requirements. Native-mode testing

[8] (or software based self-test) provides a way of tackling
that problem. It does away with the need for higher end ATEs
since it uses the processor to test itself. It also helps in testing
embedded SOCs by using the processor to test the peripherals.
However, current native mode test techniques rely mostly on
random instruction sequences. The techniques that do exist for
targeted test generation are generally meant for stuck-at fault
testing. In fact, no commercial tool exists for testing fully
sequential (non-scan inserted) designs for small delay defects.
Therefore, it is important to develop a technique to generate
instruction sequences targeting the delay defects in processors.
In this paper, we provide such a technique.

Our technique consists of three main parts: a) a local Delay
annotated (PODEM based) Automatic Test Pattern Generator
(DATPG) b) a functional mapping procedure using a SAT based
verification engine and c) an intelligent feedback mechanism.
The fault model we use in this paper is the improved unified
fault model (IUFM) [4]. The faults in this fault model, like any
good small delay fault model, are actually paths. We use DATPG
to generate the true paths1. We read in the standard delay format
(SDF) files provided by the synthesis tool and annotate the
synthesized netlist with corresponding delays. DATPG provides
the paths that have a delay above a given threshold and are
true. To ensure that defects are not masked, we use the ro-
bustness constraints of [2]. The paths along with the robustness
constraints are given to the functional mapping procedure to
generate the instruction sequence (if one exists) that can test the
path. The functional mapping procedure uses a bounded model
checker. If the functional mapping procedure finds the path
is not robustly testable then the feedback mechanism uses an
intelligent heuristic which takes advantage of the way DATPG
generates paths, to identify the sub-path which causes the path
to be functionally untestable and stores it. Any path which has
this non-functional sub-path is discarded quickly in the future.

The contributions of this paper are outlined below.

• We provide a fully automatic technique to generate instruc-
tion sequences to robustly test delay defects in processors.

• We read in standard formats (part of existing design
flow); therefore, this technique can be easily ported to any
processor.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the technique on a
publicly available pipelined processor design. We show that
our technique can obtain 96% delay fault coverage on a

1A path is true if it is justifiable from flop-to-flop
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non-trivial design.

The paper is organized as follows. We provide relevant work
in the literature in Section II. Section III gives the necessary
background. Our technique is explained in Section IV. We
describe our experiments in Section V. The conclusions and
the areas for further work are discussed in Section VI.

II. RELEVANT WORK

The cost of ATEs required for functional tests was a big
concern until native-mode self test was proposed in [8]. It used
the processor to test itself and has been implemented in an
industrial setting (FRITS) [9]. FRITS captured defective chips
that escaped traditional testing techniques. This showed that
instruction based testing might be the best option in detecting
unmodeled defects. Many approaches ([10], [11], [12]) have
been proposed for generating instruction sequences. However,
they all target stuck-at faults. In our previous work ( [11], [12]),
we used an instruction mapping procedure to target stuck-at
faults. The mapping procedure used was completely removed
from the local test generation, i.e., there was no feedback.
Therefore, if a local test generated for a fault was found to
be functionally untestable then there was no way to test the
fault. This is a considerable issue since the local ATPG worked
without the knowledge of the functional constraints, so the tests
generated by it have a good probability of being functionally
unmappable. This decreased the coverage significantly.

Lai et al. proposed a technique in [13] to target path delay
faults. However, their methodology targeted non-pipelined pro-
cessors. Singh et al. [14] targeted path delay faults in pipelined
processors. However, their technique involves manually con-
structing a graph model for the processor. Moreover, they do
not tackle the problem of propagating the effects of faults from
internal flops (non-register file flops) to observable outputs.

Our technique targets delay defects and is fully automatic.
It has a feedback between the local test generation and global
mapping which makes the technique faster and helps it to obtain
good coverage.

III. BACKGROUND

A. Bounded model checkers
When a model and a property are given to a model checker,

it will give a yes/no answer that tells us if the property holds
on the given model or not. If the property does not hold, an
error trace, or a counterexample is produced. Bounded model
checkers prove the correctness of properties of a model within
a given bound. We use the bounded model checker from SMV
(SMV-BMC) [15], which accepts properties written in linear
temporal logic (LTL).

B. Improved unified fault model
IUFM tests the circuit for the longest paths (for both rising

and falling transitions) through all the nets. This is augmented
with a set of paths whose delays are over a certain threshold
limit. IUFM covers the small delay defects since it tests for paths
with delay above a threshold. It is a superset of the gate delay
fault model, since if a node is covered in IUFM, the longest
path through it is tested. IUFM has an advantage over the path
delay model since it tests for only moderate numbers of paths
and still covers small delay defects that can cause failure instead
of testing for all the paths (potentially exponential) in a circuit.

SDF + Netlist

Pre−process

DATPG

Instructions
Stored

Instruction sequence

Mapping
Functional

M

U

Path

Feedback
PathSub−path

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the technique

IUFM is also a superset of the stuck-at model, since, any test
for rising (falling) will also test for the stuck-at 0 (1) fault at
that node.

IV. TECHNIQUE
Throughout the rest of the paper we use the following terms.

Node: A node is a pair of a gate output and a transition (rising
or falling). Each node has a delay associated with it, as given
by the SDF file.
Path: A path is a string of nodes and it has a delay associated
with it. The delay of a path is the sum of the delays of nodes
in the path.
Sub-path: Any substring of a path.
Our technique for test generation consists of two phases since

IUFM is used. In the first phase, all the paths above a preset
threshold are functionally mapped. All the nodes in the mapped
paths are said to be covered. In the second, the longest path
through each uncovered node is mapped.

The block diagram of the technique is given in Figure 1. As
shown in the figure, we start with the synthesized netlist and
the SDF file. These are the inputs to the preprocessing step
which annotates each net in the netlist with the delays (for all
transitions at the net) as given by the SDF file. This step also
determines the threshold to be given to DATPG.

In the first phase of test generation, DATPG generates all
the true paths above the threshold (set to a value which is
a function of clock period) and calls the mapping procedure
to generate instruction sequences that detect those paths. In the
second phase, DATPG is given a threshold and a modified circuit
such that all the true paths above the threshold contain the node
being targeted. DATPG generates those paths and dynamically
updates the threshold with a path’s delay if that path is found
to be functionally mappable. In both phases, if a path is found
to be functionally unmappable, the feedback mechanism finds a
sub-path that is non-functional. This non-functional sub-path is
stored so that, in the future, all the paths that contain this sub-
path are not given to the functional mapping procedure. We will
now explain the main blocks of this technique.

A. DATPG
Before going into the details of DATPG, we will elaborate on

the need for such a procedure. Traditionally, delay testing for
path delay faults contains two parts, a) path generation using
static timing analysis (STA) methods and b) generating tests
for those paths. However, there are some philosophical and
engineering issues with using STA tools in delay testing.
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Fig. 2. Illustration of difference between STA and delay testing.

• STA and delay testing need different kinds of paths. In
Figure 2(a), the AND gate has two rising transitions at
the input. STA will choose only one path, qr, since q
arrives later than p and hence causes the transition in r.
However, for robust tests, both the paths qr and pr must
be considered, since if a delay fault causes either transition
to be absent, the transition in the output will be absent.
Figure 2(b) shows another case. In this case neither path
mo nor path no are robust. However, STA will provide the
path mo.

• STA is meant to be used to derive a conservative estimate
of the clock period. Therefore, paths due to glitches will be
considered. For example, let us suppose a test causes the
transitions illustrated in Figure 2(c). STA will consider this
as a test for path yz. However, the path yz has a transition
in it only if a glitch occurs in x because of the late arrival of
v. Let us suppose this path and vector are chosen for delay
test. Now, if due to process variations on the manufactured
chip, signal v arrives earlier, there is no glitch on x and it
is a stable zero. This will imply that there is no transition
on output z. This is the correct operation intended by the
designer for the given inputs. However, our delay test will
fail the chip since the glitch did not occur. Therefore, in
the presence of process variations, considering glitch based
paths for delay testing might lead to problems.

• Using a STA tool would mean that the test generation will
be separate from the path selection. This can lead to loss
of coverage. Moreover, most STA tools are not optimized
to find true paths.

Our test generator is based on PODEM and uses a delay
based heuristic for propagation [16]. In general, delay tests have
two vectors. The first vector sets the required value in the first
clock cycle and the second vector is for propagation. If we have
rising (falling) transition, the second vector has conditions for
propagation of a stuck-at-0 (stuck-at-1) fault. If the transitions
are always at the input, a single cycle PODEM algorithm
simulates the delay test generation algorithm. For targeting
transitions at an internal node, we increase the delay of that
node so that all the long paths contain that node. The flowchart
of DATPG is shown in Figure 3. This flowchart does not show
the feedback from the mapping procedure. The terms backtrace,
backtrack, D-frontier and x-path hold the same meaning as in
the traditional PODEM algorithm. The shaded boxes show the

areas where the algorithm differs from traditional PODEM.
The DATPG procedure deals with the circuit as a com-

binational design and backtraces (implies) only up to flop
outputs (inputs). Before we start the ATPG procedure we do a
computation to figure at each node, the maximum possible delay
of a path through that node. This is a linear time computation.
Each node has a source and a sink delay. The source delay of
a (pseudo) input is zero and sink delay of a (pseudo) output
is zero. The source and sink delays of the rest of the nodes
are computed iteratively. The source delay of a node is the
sum of maximum of source delays of all fanin nodes and the
propagation delay of the node. Similar computation is done for
sink delays using fanouts of each gate. The maximum possible
delay of a path containing a node is a function of its source,
sink and propagation delays. We use these delay values during
ATPG as described below.

As shown in Figure 3, we keep inserting transitions (stuck-
at faults) at the input and propagate them. The choice of
input/transition is made based on decreasing order of the sink
delays of the combination. After implication, if we find that no
output has a transition, we know that we have to propagate the
transition through some D-frontier. If no D-frontier is present,
that means the transition is not propagatable any more and we
need to backtrack. However, if a D-frontier is present, we choose
the D-frontier for propagation based on the source/sink delay
heuristic. The backtrace is done in a similar way to general
PODEM algorithms. If we find that a transition is propagated to
an output, we try to find all the paths that have been simulated2.
If such a path’s delay is greater than the given threshold, it is
checked against the non-functional sub-path database to find if it
contains any of them. If it does not contain any non-functional
sub-path, it is given to the functional mapping procedure. A
change from traditional PODEM is that we do not stop when
an input transition has been propagated once, we continue till
all possible paths starting with that input transition longer than
the threshold delay are found. The updating of threshold is not
shown in the flowchart. In the second phase of test generation,
the threshold is updated with the delay of a path when that path
is found to be functional, so that we can target the longest paths
through the node.

B. Functional mapping procedure

Once it is ascertained that a path above threshold does not
contain any non-functional sub-paths, we invoke the functional
mapping procedure to map it to instructions. The mapping
procedure uses a bounded model checker. It generates an LTL
property of the form (C =⇒ O). C in the property contains
the path controllability constraints, robustness constraints and
instruction constraints. O includes the observability constraints.
We write the LTL property in Verilog for SMV-BMC. Therefore,
we will use Verilog terminology in the explanation of the
constraint extraction. Note that implication is represented by an
if-then statement in Verilog. C is represented by the condition
of the if statement and O is in the then part of the statement.
An example of the constraint extraction is given Figure 4.

2All the sequences of gates starting at the input and ending at any output
with transitions at the outputs of all intermediate gates are said to be simulated
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L1    #define legal (insn_input == ‘add) || (insn_input == ‘sub)

L2    if (‘legal&&(m==0)&&(o==0)&&(p==0)&&(q==0)) begin

L9        end
L10  end

L8            ‘All_outputs_equal;

L3        prop = 1;
L4        wait(1);
L5        if (‘legal&&(m==1)&&(o==1)&&(p==0)&&(q==1)begin
L6            prop = 0;
L7            wait(1);

Fig. 4. Illustration of functional mapping
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the PODEM based delay test generation technique

Figure 4(a) shows a path produced by DATPG, Figure 4(b)
shows the property generated to map the path and Figure 4(c)
shows the modification done to the design given to SMV-BMC
for observability.

1) Generating antecedent: C, the antecedent of the final
property contains the path controllability, robustness constraints
and instruction constraints. We derive the controllability con-
straints directly from the path. For example, let us suppose the
path given by DATPG looks like Figure 4(a). The controllability
constraints for the path are: m rising, o rising, q rising. This
is built into the if conditions of the property as shown in
lines L2 and L5 of the property in Figure 4(b). The wait
statement of line L4 specifies that condition in L5 should
happen one cycle after the condition in line L2. It can be seen
that the conditions for m,o and q are as required. Now we
need to generate the robustness constraints. We use the robust
propagation specification from [17]. This requires additional
specification if any gate in the path has a transition ending in a
controlling value. In the example, rising input of the OR gate
is such a transition. Therefore, we must specify that other input
must have non-controlling values. This is why p is specified to
stable ’0’ value in the conditions of lines L2 and L5. We also add
the instruction constraints. This is done by making sure at every

cycle instruction input is a legal instruction. This is illustrated
in Figure 4(b), if there are only two legal instructions (‘add and
‘sub). Now we have C of the final property.

2) Boolean difference for observability: We use Boolean
difference to express the observability constraints. However,
it is not possible to express Boolean difference succinctly in
LTL. Therefore, we transform the design using the fault shadow
methodology described in [18]. In this method all the logic in
the forward cone of faulty net are duplicated. In our case the
forward cone of the last node in the path will be duplicated. This
is shown in Figure 4(c). In [18], the faulty value is always fed to
one cone and the correct value is fed to another. Conditions to
make outputs of these cones different are then found. However,
we deal with sequential logic and in our case fault is triggered
(when the path is excited) in only one cycle (the second cycle of
the transitions in path). Therefore, we introduce a multiplexer
which propagates the faulty value in only one cycle and in the
other cycles propagates the value evaluated from the circuit. For
this purpose, a new signal prop is introduced. We now add an
assertion that the outputs of correct and fault shadow logic are
always equal (line L8). This assertion is the consequent O of
the property .

3) Using bounded model checker: We pass the property
generated in Sections IV-B.1 and IV-B.2 to a bounded model
checker (SMV-BMC in our case) along with the transformed
(as explained in Section IV-B.2) design. We give a bound to
the bounded model checker based on the maximum number
of cycles an instruction can be present in the pipeline of
the processor in the absence of stalls. A counterexample, if
produced by bounded model checker, will simulate the path
because it will satisfy C. Therefore, path controllability and
robustness constraints will be satisfied. Assertion in O will be
falsified; therefore, value of some output signal is different
in the faulty and correct versions. Therefore, path effect is
propagated. Moreover, the instructional constraints in C will
make sure that the counterexample is possible through legal
instructions. The instruction sequence for detecting the path is
in the counterexample which is easily extracted.

C. Feedback

The technique has a feedback loop from the mapping pro-
cedure to DATPG. Without the feedback loop DATPG might
repeatedly provide very similar functionally untestable paths.
Time taken to map a path to instructions is far higher than
the time taken to generate the path using DATPG. Therefore,
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anytime a path can be rejected as functionally untestable without
actually mapping it, much time and effort can be saved. We
make use of the fact that:
A sub−path of path P is functionally uncontrollable =⇒
Path P is functionally uncontrollable.
This is because a path can be seen as a conjunction of a
set of predicates on gate outputs. Any sub-path of the path
is a conjunction of a sub-set of predicates. Therefore, the
sub-path is a weaker conjunction. If a weaker conjunction is
unsatisfiable under a set of environmental conditions3, then the
stronger conjunction is also unsatisfiable. Therefore, a path is
functionally uncontrollable if any sub-path of it is functionally
uncontrollable.

It will be advantageous to maintain a database of sub-paths
that are functionally uncontrollable. This will necessitate a
procedure to find the non-functional sub-paths of a functionally
uncontrollable path. There are n(n+1)

2 possible sub-paths for a
path of n nodes. We do not want to check if each of those sub-
paths is functionally mappable, since it can cause the time taken
to quadratically increase. Therefore, we propose an intelligent
heuristic. This heuristic takes advantage of the way paths are
generated by DATPG. As explained in Section IV-A, each run of
DATPG starts with a transition at an input and finds all possible
ways that transition can be propagated to outputs. Therefore, the
initial parts of the consecutive paths are likely to be the same.
We try to find a sub-path starting at the input that is functionally
uncontrollable. However, there are n possible such sub-paths
and trying the mapping process on all of them can also be time
consuming for large designs where each path can have more
than 50-100 nodes. To avoid this, we do a logarithmic reduction
where we start with the first half of the path and recursively test
the controllability of the first half of the sub-path. We stop as
soon as we reach the sub-path that is functionally controllable.
The pseudo-code for this procedure is given below.

Find_subpath(path,N) {
//Get sub-path starting at input half
//the size of current sub-path
subpath = getsubpath(N/2);
if (functionally_controllable(subpath) {

return N;
} else {
Find_subpath(N/2);

}
}

The initial parameters to this function are the original path
and n. This procedure will result in only log(n) functional
controllability checks. Note that we do only functional control-
lability checks in this feedback procedure. This controllability
check is similar to the mapping described in Section IV-B.
The only difference is that we do not provide the observability
constraints to the mapping procedure, i.e., we make O (the
consequent) TRUE in the property given to the bounded model
checker. This procedure may not return the smallest possible
sub-path starting at input that is functionally uncontrollable.
However, that is a trade-off if we want to limit the number of

3Instructional conditions here

functional controllability checks. However, since initial halving
of the paths might discard lot of nodes, we add an additional
check. If the initial half-path is functionally controllable then
we intersect the current path with the previous untestable path
and check for its functional controllability.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We performed our experiments on a publicly available pro-
cessor design, the OR1200 processor [19]. OR1200 is a 32-bit
scalar RISC processor, with a Harvard microarchitecture and a
5 stage integer pipeline. The source code, in Verilog RTL, and
the specification manual of OR1200 are available from [19].
We synthesized OR1200 using 0.18u technology. Some details
about synthesized OR1200 are provided in Table I.

TABLE I

AN OVERVIEW OF OR1200 DESIGN

No. of instructions in OR1200 ISA 92
No. of combinational gates 15878
in the synthesized design
No. of sequential elements 1594
in the synthesized design

We used a threshold of 80% of the clock cycle for the first
phase of testing. The results of first phase are given in Table II.
The first column shows the number of paths that were found

TABLE II

RESULTS OF PHASE 1 OF EXPERIMENT

No. of Drop Functionally Functionally Time C
Paths Testable Redundant out (%)
27424 12 15118 12106 200 5.6

to be above the threshold by DATPG. As explained in Sec-
tion IV-A, DATPG tries to propagate all possible input/transition
combinations using PODEM. The second column shows the
number of such combinations for which DATPG reached a
backtrack limit of 10000. 15118 paths of the 27424 were found
to be functionally testable, as shown in third column. 12106
of the paths were found to be functionally untestable (hence
functionally redundant) and the mapping procedure timed out
for 200 of the paths (timeout limit used was 150 seconds).
Those results are depicted in the fourth and fifth columns of
Table II. Coverage after Phase 1 was calculated as the fraction
of number of unique gate/output transitions present in all the
paths found to be functionally testable to the number of such
combinations present in the design. It was 5.6%. This number
is low because the synthesizing tool did not produce a highly
optimized design. Therefore, the longest paths in the overall
design are in an area which is highly unoptimized. All the other
paths have very low delays compared to the unoptimized paths.
These paths are covered in the second phase.

In the second phase, we generated the longest functionally
testable path though each node not covered in first phase. We
did this for nodes in four modules of OR12004. The results
are shown in Table III. The first column shows the name
of the module. The number of paths that were found to be
functionally testable for each module while performing this
experiment is shown in the second column. The similar number
for functionally redundant paths is given in the third column.

4Even though a node may belong to a module, the mapping procedure
considers the entire OR1200 while checking the path.
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The next (fourth) column gives the number of paths that were
rejected because the feedback technique found that those paths
contained a sub-path that was already deemed non-functional.
The last column gives the functional testing coverage percentage
achieved for each of these modules.

TABLE III

RESULTS FOR PHASE 2 OF EXPERIMENTS

Module Functionally Functionally Rejected Coverage
Testable Redundant Sub-paths (%)

or1200 ctrl 1826 29191 68087 90.6
or1200 alu 1427 16985 2716 100
or1200 lsu 970 4077 3744 100
or1200 wbmux 1146 2285 2118 100

We can see from the last column of the table that we achieved
100% coverage in all the modules except for the or1200 ctrl
module. or1200 ctrl contains the complex decoding logic
and the pipeline glue logic. Therefore, the procedure hit the
backtracking limit a few times. Even then, we were able to get
a coverage of 90% on this module. The overall coverage for
the four modules is 96%. Since IUFM is a superset of stuck-at
and gate delay fault models, the coverage for those fault models
with the instruction sequences generated by our technique is at
least as much as the coverage obtained for IUFM. Therefore,
we can compare the results with those obtained for stuck-at
faults in [12] (which was 82%). The coverage obtained here is
significantly higher, which demonstrates the efficiency of our
technique.

Overall results of the technique are shown in Table IV.
It provides the final coverage and the average time taken
for mapping. It also gives the number of times the DATPG
procedure hit the backtrack limit of 10000 and the number
of times the mapping procedure timed out as a percentage of
number of paths considered.

TABLE IV

OVERALL RESULTS

Overview of results
Final Coverage 96%
Mapping time 18.85s
Backtrack limit reached 2.6%
Timedout 0.7%

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we developed a technique for generating in-
struction sequences to robustly test a processor for delay faults.
The technique contained an ATPG-based delay test generator, a
verification engine based instruction mapper, and a feedback
mechanism. We demonstrated our technique on an OR1200
processor, where we achieved a coverage of 96% of delay
faults. The significance of this coverage is increased due to
the findings of Maxwell et al [20]. They found that even a
70% coverage of stuck-at faults using functional sequences is
effective in screening more defective chips than scan tests with
higher coverage.

A question that might arise is the scalability of the tech-
nique to more complex designs. The DATPG works on the
combinational model of the design, so it should be scalable to
bigger designs. The mapping technique uses a bounded model
checker. This part of the technique can be scalable because of
the following.

(a) The properties given to the bounded model checker are very
different from normal properties handed to a verification engine.
The properties that we give, reason about a localized part of the
design. Moreover, by making the instructional constraints part
of the antecedent, we greatly reduce the search space.
(b) The feedback mechanism helps by rejecting many paths
without calling the bounded model checker.
In addition, we can also adapt techniques like slicing or abstrac-
tion refinement for instruction mapping and reduce the load on
bounded model checkers. This will form a part of our future
work.
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